









 book is a response to promptings from my students and colleagues across Nigeria and Ghana who wanted me to share my experience with them in the newspaper sector of journalism practice, with the goal of making learning easy and rewarding. Having consulted for and worked with the best newspapers in the land, including the Daily Times and The Guardian, I was delighted, therefore, to respond to these promptings. These prompters are too many to mention. 

However, I sincerely appreciate Dr. Olatunji Rotimi of the Lagos State University, Lagos for his support and Professor Lai Oso of Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago Iwoye, Ogun State who wrote the book’s foreword lines. 




































NE of the most efficient ways of imparting knowledge is to learn at the feet of those who have not only the prerequisite education, but also the professional experience. Here, the town and gown dimensions of learning are brought to bear and the learner is positioned to acquire the best of knowledge and practical skills. In many institutions, especially those offering professional courses many lecturers do not have the requisite professional experience. Over the years, it has been observed that there is a disconnect between the newsroom and classroom in journalism education in Nigeria. This makes learning a big challenge for students because it presents a narrow path for knowledge acquisition and this is one of the reasons why some graduates of today are regarded as half-baked.

Dr. Oladokun Omojola has seen the best of the two worlds, having worked with many reputable publishers including Nigeria’s flagship The Guardian and Covenant University, which has been voted Nigeria’s University of the Year in the private category, by the National Universities Commission (NUC). 

The theoretical and practical experiences he has acquired over the years provide the platform to offer the critical expertise needed in such crucial area as editorial writing, which makes this book a precious choice for discerning learners. The book also comes handy for practicing journalists who need to update their knowledge on the basics of Editorial Writing.



























DITORIAL Writing: The Made Easy Series, is written to ease the dearth of local texts that are authored by experienced professionals. Most of the available books have foreign authors while many of those written locally were penned by writers who did not have the requisite experience. This book is unique in the sense that it is written by an author who decided to share his experiences both as a professional and an academic.

The origin of this book is traceable to several promptings from my students who wanted me to arrange the course notes in Editorial Writing into one concise text. I started writing only three years ago after those promptings. The book has twelve chapters which are organized in a progression that the learner needs to move from familiar topics to more challenging ones until it reaches the point of assimilation where the knowledge acquired is guaranteed for retention. 

The book has several features. First is the use of adequate examples to illustrate any point that has been made. Most examples were drawn from two countries - Ghana and Nigeria – and their institutions. Secondly, there are questions at the end of each chapter that the reader is expected to practice to enable him or her build on what he or she has read. 

The end of chapter assessment is an extension of my classroom experience whereby students were tested for about 10 minutes at the end of every lecture. In a survey conducted to determine the effectiveness of after-lecture tests, my findings showed that learning among students improved consistently by at least 7.6 per cent in the panel surveys. 
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